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Abstract— The main objective of our project is to provide 

automatic booking of LPG gas and detection of leakage in 

the gas and alerting the user. The level of the gas is 

monitored by the load sensor and if it is below the sensor 

threshold value an automatic message is send to the gas 

service provider. The leakage is detected by the Mq2 gas 

sensor and it is notified to the user through sms notification 

and the gas is automatically turned down to prevent fire 

accident. The booking of the gas is monitored by IoT. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The liquefied petroleum gas is finding wide usage in homes, 

industries and in automobiles as fuel because of its desirable 

properties which include high calorific value, produces less 

soot, produces very less smoke and does not cause much 

harm to the environment. In most of our homes, no safety 

measures are taken against LPG cylinder. This is a very 

dangerous approach and needs to be changed. In existing 

methods only the leakage detection is done but there is no 

way of controlling it. In our system we are proposing the 

automatic control of the regulator once the leakage is 

detected. The leakage is detected by the MQ-2 sensor which 

senses he gas and alerts the user using the buzzer and sends 

an alert sms message to the user mobile using the gsm 

module. The regulator is controlled by the stepper motor 

which control the flow of the gas and turns off the regulator 

knob. This makes the user convenient when no one is 

present in the home and the alarm sound alerts the nearby 

neighbour. In addition to this we are implementing the 

automatic booking of the gas cylinder which is sensed by 

the load cell. This also alerts the user by sending an alert 

message and it automatically books the gas using the gsm 

module. This makes the user convenient and the booking 

details can be monitored using the IOT. 

II. EXPLANATION 

A. Existing Method 

In all existing methods, different gas sensing technologies 

are used. However, most of the accidents happen because of 

our negligence to not switch off the regulator. The detection 

of gases and its monitoring has already been done. However, 

no control action is being taken. There exist only alerting the 

user regarding the level in the cylinder but there isn’t any 

automatic booking of the cylinder. 

B. Proposed Method  

Our proposed system is to monitor the gas level and 

automatically book the gas when the gas level is reduced. 

The system detects the leakage of the LPG using gas sensor 

and alerts the user about the gas leakage by sending SMS 

using the gsm module and additionally if the user is not 

available the gas regulator is automatically turned off. In 

this project we are using IoT where the booking of the gas 

can be viewed online to see the booking of the gas which 

helps user to know the dates when the gases where booked. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] Smart Gas Level Monitoring, Booking & Gas Leakage 

Detector over IoT Kumar Keshamoni, Sabbani 

Hemanth. This journal explains about the most common 

problem experienced in our day- to- day lives that is 

regarding GAS container going empty. We bring this 

paper to create awareness about the reducing weight of 

the gas in the container, and to place a gas order using 

IOT.  

[2] Design of Smart LPG Regulator using Internet-of-

Things  

Bachchan, KajalBhasharkar, Mohammad Zaki Gundagi, 

Vinish Bhan. This paper aims at designing a basic home 

automation system using the internet which can be 

monitored and accessed from anywhere in the world. 

The technology incorporates Raspberry Pi and Android 

App Development. The Raspberry Pi is used to monitor 

the cylinder and the readings are passed down to the 

server. The conclusions will be analysed and informed 

to the user via the app and then further action could be 

taken. A stepper motor will be fixed to the regulator 

which will be able to control the regulator. The user will 

be able to control the regulator using an Android app 

through which he can detect the status and switch off 

the regulator if necessary. 

[3] Smart Kitchen Using IoT 

Shirsath Shraddha, Somvanshi Snehal, Chavan Ameya, 

Tambe Rahul. The design and construction of an SMS 

based Gas Leakage Alert System. Gas sensor were used 

to detect gas leakages in a kitchen; its outputs are then 

interfaced with an ATmega32 microcontroller 

programmed in assembly language. The GSM phone is 

configured to send gas leakage alerts in the form of a 

short message service (SMS). The system enables 

monitoring of gas leakages in kitchen and thereby leads 

to a faster response time in the events of a leakage 

condition.  

[4] Internet of Things (IoT) Based Gas Leakage Monitoring 

and Alerting System with MQ-2 Sensor  

Rohan Chandra Pandey, Manish Verma, Lumesh 

Kumar Sahu. The main objective of the work is 

designing microcontroller based toxic gas detecting and 

alerting system. The hazardous gases like LPG and 

propane were sensed and displayed and notify each and 

every second in the LCD display. If these gases exceed 

the normal level then an alarm is generated immediately 

and also an alert message (Email) is sent to the 
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authorized person through the INTERNET and used 

ARM development board. The advantage of this 

automated detection and alerting system over the 

manual method is that it offers quick response time and 

accurate detection of an emergency and in turn leading 

faster diffusion of the critical situation. 

IV. METHODOLOGY USED 

The methodology used are sensors to detect the gas and 

weight of the cylinder. 

 

A. Gas sensor 

Gas sensor measures the concentration of gas in its vicinity. 

Gas sensor interacts with a gas to measure its concentration. 

Each gas has a unique breakdown voltage i.e. the electric 

field at which it is ionized. Sensor identifies gases by 

measuring these voltages. The concentration of the gas can 

be determined by measuring the current discharge in the 

device. 

B. Load cell 

A load cell is described as a “weight measurement device 

necessary for electronic scales that display weights in 

digits.” However, load cell is not restricted to weight 

measurement in electronic scales. Load cell is a passive 

transducer or sensor which converts applied force into 

electrical signals. They are also referred to as “Load 

transducers”. Other types include piezoelectric load cells 

(useful for dynamic measurements of force), and vibrating 

wire load cells, which are useful in geomechanical 

applications due to low amounts of drift, and capacitive load 

cells where the capacitance of a capacitor changes as the 

load presses the two plates of a capacitor closer together. 

C. Piezoelectric buzzer 

Buzzer is an electronic device commonly used to produce 

sound. Light weight, simple construction and low price 

make it usable in various applications like car/truck 

reversing indicator, computers, call bells etc. Piezo buzzer is 

based on the inverse principle of piezo electricity. It is the 

phenomena of generating electricity when mechanical 

pressure is applied to certain materials and the vice versa is 

also true. Such materials are called piezo electric materials. 

Piezo electric materials are either naturally available or 

manmade. Piezo ceramic is class of manmade material, 

which poses piezo electric effect and is widely used to make 

disc, the heart of piezo buzzer. When subjected to an 

alternating electric field they stretch or compress, in 

accordance with the frequency of the signal thereby 

producing sound. 

D. IR sensor  

Infra-red sensors are the most often used sensor by amateur 

roboteers. Understanding how they behave white/black line 

follower, a wall follower, obstacle avoidance, micro mouse, 

an advanced flavour of line follower like red line follower, 

etc., all of these problem statements can be easily addressed 

and granular control can be exercised upon your robots 

performance if you have a good operational understanding 

of Infrared sensors. 

E. PIC 16F877 

PIC 16F877 is one of the most advanced microcontroller 

from Microchip. This controller is widely used for 

experimental and modern applications because of its low 

price, wide range of applications, high quality, and ease of 

availability. It is ideal for applications such as machine 

control applications, measurement devices, study purpose, 

and so on.  The PIC 16F877 features all the components 

which modern microcontrollers normally have. 

F. GSM  

GSM (Global System for Mobile) / GPRS (General Packet 

Radio Service) TTL modem s SIM900 quad-band GSM / 

GPRS device, works on frequencies 850 MHZ, 900 HZ, 800 

MHZ and 1900 HZ. It is very compact in size and easy to 

use as plug in GSM Modem. The Modem is designed with 

3V3 and 5V DC TTL interfacing circuitry, which allows 

User to directly interface with 5V microcontrollers (PIC, 

AVR, Arduino, 8051, etc.) as well as 3V3 Microcontrollers 

(ARM, ARM Cortex XX, etc.).  

V. RESULT 

In our project the result carried out is, it automatically books 

the gas cylinder when the gas level is reduced in the cylinder 

by sending an automatic message to the gas provider and 

detects the gas leakage using an mq-2 sensor and in addition 

it turns-off the regulator when leakage is detected. 
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VI. CONCLUSION  

Hence, from our paper we conclude that this project is very 

useful for the users who consume LPG gas in daily life. It 

not only makes the work easier but also help in avoiding 

accidents and helps user in leading easy life. 
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